A Simple Method to Measure Pretilt Angles of Inverse Twisted Nematic Liquid Crystal Cells
Sheng-Ya Wang, Chia-Yi Lin, and Kei-Hsiung Yang Abstract-We have developed a simple optical method based on measurements of phase retardation [1] versus out-of-plane cell rotation angle and data analyzed by extended Jones matrix method to obtain pretilt angles of inverse twisted nematic (ITN) and tilted homeotropic liquid crystal (LC) cells. In our Jones-matrix calculations, we have assumed a constant pretilt angle as the LC-director tilt angles throughout the ITN cell as well as the tilted homeotropic cell. We have compared the measured pretilt angles of the ITN cell with those of an accompanying tilted homeotropic (ATH) cell. The results showed increasing discrepancies between them with increasing rubbing depth for LC alignments. However, these discrepancies could be explained by assuming that the surface-LC tilt angle of the ITN cell was equal to the measured pretilt angle of the ATH cell to generate a convex-type LC-director-deformation profile within the ITN cell based on Oseen-Frank elastic continuum theory with infinite anchoring energies. The average of the LC-director tilt angles over this profile was equivalent to the measured pretilt angle of the ITN cell.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONVENTIONAL multi-domain vertically-aligned (VA) liquid crystal (LC) modes, MVA [2] and PVA [3] , have been widely used in large televisions due to extremely high intrinsic contrast ratio with comparable wide viewing angles as multi-domain in-plane-switching (IPS) mode. However, both MVA and PVA had slow response times switching between the darkest to nearby dark levels. Recently, multi-domain inverse twisted nematic (ITN) [4] was introduced to overcome the above shortcoming. ITN cell is an abbreviation of 90 -twist VA cell with pretilt angles that offers excellent dark state, high transmission, faster response times, and a better achromatic voltage-transmittance curve than conventional MVA and PVA. The pretilt angle of the ITN LC mode is an important parameter which affects its contrast ratio, response time and electric-field-induced optical rotatory power [5] , [6] . Jo et al. [7] have reported that, when applied voltages were substantially larger than the threshold voltage of an ITN cell with a weak azimuthally-anchoring energy, its electro-optical effects behaved as an ECB (Electrically Controlled Birefringence) mode [10] have used a transmitted-ellipsometry and Mueller-matrix methods with Genetic Algorithm curve-fitting approach to obtain the parameters of cell gap, twist angle, rubbing directions and pretilt angle in a TN cell (but not ITN cell due to lack of experimental sample). However, we believe that it is difficult to obtain accurate ITN-cell parameters by using the published method of Lo et al. due to the existences of multi-parameter-coupled ambiguous solutions in their approach. In this paper, we extended the crystal-rotation methods [1] , [9] , [11] , [12] with a new configuration of LC cell orientation for the measurements of phase retardation versus light incidence angle (Ph-I.A.) curve of an ITN cell and determined the position of extremum angle on that curve to deduce its pretilt angle. The method of deduction was based on extended Jones matrix method to calculate the Ph-I.A. curve of an ITN cell for the determination of angular position of extremum on that curve and compared it to the experimental result. We have found that the angular position of extremum was only sensitive to changes in pretilt angle but insensitive to variations in cell gap. We measured the Ph-I.A. curve by a Zeeman-laser system and obtained the angular position of the extremum leading to the determination of the pretilt angle of the ITN cell. We also used a simulation program based on Oseen-Frank elastic continuum theory with infinite polar and azimuthally anchoring energies to calculate the LC-director-deformation (LCDD) profile within the ITN LC cell by assuming a same surface-LC pretilt angle adjacent both cell substrates. We have found that, with the surface-LC pretilt 1551-319X © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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angle of the ITN cell equal to the measured pretilt angle of the accompanying ATH cell, the average of bulk-LC tilt angles across the profile within the ITN cell was equal to the measured pretilt angle of the ITN cell. Our results showed discrepancies between measured pretilt angles of the ITN cell and the ATH cell under a same rubbing-cloth depth (define as the decreased distance between center of rubbing roller to the surface of polyimide (PI) film after touching by the rubbing cloth on the roller) for LC alignments. In this paper, we have explained the reasons to cause these discrepancies, and also show that the measured pretilt angles are insensitive to variations of the measured cell gap. We believe that the measured results provide a framework for investigating the relationship between the pretilt angles and electro-optical effects of ITN LC cells.
II. THEORY
In our previous publication [11] , we have used extended Jones matrix method to calculate the transmissions of a TN cell at oblique incidences to determine its pretilt angle. However, it is very complicated to calculate the reflections and transmissions at oblique incidences between two optical media using extended Jones matrix. Therefore, in this paper, we use extended Jones matrix [11] , [13] - [15] to calculate the Ph-I.A. curves of any ITN cell at oblique incidences. We assume that the tilt angle is the angle between the LC director and the -plane and the LC tilt angles within an ITN cell are set as constant when the pretilt angles are between 82 and 90 , and the twist angles twist linearly from bottom to top substrates based on the assumption of infinite anchoring energies of the ITN cell. Therefore, an ITN cell is divided into layers and each layer can be approximated as an uniaxial anisotropic media shown in Fig. 1 . The thickness of each layer equals to and the difference in ITN-LC director twist orientations between two adjacent layers is . The dielectric tensor for LC medium in each layer is shown in (1).
(1) (2) where and are the ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction of the LC medium, is the pretilt angle of the ITN cell, and is the twist angle between the projection of the LC director on the -plane and the -axis. For the ITN cell, is set at 45 to 45 adjacent to bottom and top substrates, respectively. If the incident light lies in -plane, we assume that incident angle is the angle between and , and can be expressed as (3)
where is the wavelength of incident light. The transmitted wave after ITN cell at oblique incidence is related to the incident wave, as shown in (5) (5) where the values are shown in (6)- (11) at the bottom of the page. Equation (5) is an extended-Jones-matrix representation for the ITN LCD. We, then, develop computer programs using mathematical software MATLAB according to (5) to calculate the phase retardations of the ITN cell at oblique incidences to obtain the Ph-I.A. curves.
LC cell parameters used in the calculation and experiment are shown in Table I . The ITN cell is divided into 180 layers so that the thickness of each layer is (5.5/180) m and the twist angle of LC director between two adjacent layers is . Then we set the incident angle to vary from 30 to 30 and use (5) to calculate the Ph-I.A. curve of the ITN cell using different LC pretilt angles as a parameter. We, then, plot pretilt angle versus extremum angle obtained from Ph-I.A. curve of each cell shown as black line in Fig. 2 . This curve shows the relationship between the angular positions of extrema on Ph-I.A. curves and pretilt angles that leads us to determine the pretilt angle for each ITN cell easily. This figure also implies that the extremum angle is sensitive to the change in pretilt angle with a sensitivity of . In our experiment, the angular precision is 0.1 equivalent to the minimum step of the motor-driven rotational stage. Therefore, the precision of the measured pretilt angle is about 0.07 . Furthermore, we also calculated the angular position of extremum versus the ITN cell gap that varied 1 m from 5.5 m (the average diameter of ball spacers used to assemble the cell). The results were shown in the blue line ofFig. 2 indicating that the deviations in angular positions of extrema were negligibly small. This phenomenon occurred because the variations in cell gaps only changed the magnitudes of phase retardations of an ITN cell but had a negligible influence on the angular location of the extremum. On the other hand, pretilt angle was the angle between -plane and -axis. Therefore, the angular position of 
III. EXPERIMENTS
ITN and ATH LC cells in a same batch were prepared by using same materials and by a standard cell fabrication process. Indium-tin-oxide (ITO)-coated glasses were cleaned by using detergent and de-ionized water. Then, a vertical-alignment PI provided by Innolux Corporation, Taiwan, was coated on the substrates by spin coating followed by baking at 215 C for imidization. By changing the rubbing depth between the rubbing cloth and baked PI films during rubbing process (The thickness of knitting textile fibers on the rubbing cloth is approximately 1000 m. Therefore, we could adjust rubbing depth from 100 to 600 m to control the rubbing strength [16] ) for LC alignments, the pretilt angles of ITN and ATH cells could be controlled from 83 90 . ITN cells were assembled into left-hand-twisted cells composed of a nematic LC mixture with negative dielectric anisotropy (LC parameters shown in Table I ) sandwiched between two vertically-tilted aligning PI films with rubbing directions perpendicular to each other. On the other hand, the ATH cells had anti-parallel rubbings on opposite PI-film-coated substrates. Both ITN and ATH cells were assembled with same type of ball spacers (average m ). Samples A, B, C, D, E and F shown in Table II were prepared with different rubbing depths in rubbing process where and represented the samples assembled into ITN and ATH cells, respectively. For the measurement of pretilt angles, a heterodyne interference method [1] using a Zeeman-laser system was used to measure the Ph-I.A. curve for each sample. The experimental scheme was shown in Fig. 3 where, at normal incidence, the rubbing directions of rear and front substrates of the left-hand-twisted ITN cell were set at 135 and 225 from -axis, respectively, and bisected by the S-polarization of the incident laser beam. We, then, measured the Ph-I.A. curves of the filled and empty cells when the cells were rotated along an axis passing through the middle of the cell and parallel to the S-polarization of the incident laser beam, Our measured maximum retardation on the Ph-I.A. curves of all empty cells was negligible because it was below the error of about 2 nm for any measurement points on the Ph-I.A. curves of filled LC cells. We conclude that the empty cells consisting of ITO-coated glass and rubbed PI films had negligible influence on the measured angular positions of extrema of filled-LC (ATH and ITN) cells.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured Ph-I.A. curves of the and samples were shown in Fig. 4 in circles and squares, respectively, to indicate that increasing rubbing depth caused a shift in angular position of the extremum toward a larger value. Therefore, by comparing the measured angular positions of extrema on the Ph-I.A. curves in Fig. 4 with simulated results shown in Fig. 2 , we have determined the pretilt angles of ITN cells. In addition, we plotted the fitting curves shown as solid curves in Fig. 4 by using extended Jones matrix to calculate the Ph-I.A. curves with input pretilt angles equal to the pretilt angles determined from Fig. 2 using the experimental data of Fig. 4 . It shows that the calculated and measured Ph-I.A. curves agreed quite well with each other. It implies that our method is a simple and reliable way to measure the pretilt angles of ITN cells. The measured pretilt angles of the ITN cells and ATH cells were listed in Table II .
From Table II , the comparison between the measured pretilt angles of ITN and ATH cells could be analyzed by plotting the measured pretilt angle versus rubbing depth as shown in Fig. 5 , implying that the pretilt angles of ITN cells deviated only slightly from the pretilt angles of ATH cells when rubbing depth was smaller than 300 m. However, an increasing deviation existed between the pretilt angles of ITN and ATH cells when rubbing depth was larger than 300 m, with measured pretilt angles of an ITN cell always larger than those of the ATH cell. To explain the deviations, we utilized the LC simulation program (LCDST 6.0 provided by Dr. Jianmin Chen) based on the minimization of Oseen-Frank free energy and infinite anchoring energies to calculate the bulk-LCDD profile in tilt and twist angles within the ITN cell using different surface-LC tilt angles as a parameter. By assuming that surface-LC tilt angles of both ITN and ATH cells varied from 83 89 , we obtained a zero twist within all ATH cells as expected but the twist angles increased linearly from bottom to top substrates within the ITN cells. However, the simulated LC-director tilt angles within the LCDD profile were not the same between ITN and ATH cell shown as triangle-and circle-dotted curves in Fig. 6 , respectively. The curves in circles showed that the bulk-LC tilt angles were the same as the measured pretilt angles for the ATH cells. When the surface-LC tilt angle of an ITN cell was the same as that of the corresponding ATH cell, the ITN cell showed a Fig. 6 showed the calculated averages of the LC tilt angles over the LCDD profiles of ITN cells. The results in Fig. 6 showed that measured pretilt angle of an ITN cell, equal to the average of LC-director tilt angles over the LCDD profiles within the ITN cell, was always larger than the corresponding ATH cell.
In order to estimate errors between measured and simulated angular positions of extrema of ITN cells, we assumed that the surface-LC tilt angle of the ITN cell was the same as the measured pretilt angles of the ATH cell for the calculation of LCDD profile within the ITN cell. Using this profile and Jones matrix, we calculated the Ph-I.A. curve of the ITN cell to obtain simulated angular position of the extremum. The measured and simulated angular positions of the extrema are listed in Table III . It indicated that the surface-LC tilt angle of each ITN cell had a negligible difference from the measured pretilt angle of the ATH cell. In other words, the average of the LC-direct tilt angles across this profile was equivalent to the measured pretilt angle of the ITN cell. The physical interpretation of above phenomenon is rather simple. By holding the top substrate of an ATH cell and twist the bottom substrate by 90 to form an ITN cell, the surface-LC tilt angles remain the same due to infinite anchoring energies but the bulk-LC tilt angles relax from a constant value to a convex-profile as shown in the triangle-dotted curves of Fig. 6 .
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
For the first time, we have developed a simple and accurate method for determining pretilt angles of ITN cells. In our simulations of Ph-I.A. curves, we have first assumed that the surface-and bulk-LC tilt angles within an ITN or ATH LC cell were a constant due to infinite anchoring energies and equal to the pretilt angle as it changed from 90 to 83 . For a given rubbing depth for LC alignments, using the above simulated Ph-I.A. curves to fit the experimental ones, the derived pretilt angle of the ITN cell was consistently larger that of the ATH cell. We have also observed that there existed an increasing discrepancy between the measured pretilt angles of the ITN and the ATH cells with increasing rubbing depth. The following intuitive physical model can be used to explain observed discrepancies. By holding the top substrate of an ATH cell and twist the bottom substrate by 90 to form a left-hand-twisted ITN cell consistent with the rubbing directions on the opposite PI films for LC alignment, the surface-LC tilt angles remain the same but the bulk-LC tilt angles relax from a constant value to a convex-profile within the ITN cell based on Oseen-Frank elastic continuum theory with infinite anchoring energies. Using this profile, we re-calculated the Ph-I.A. curve to find out the corresponding angular position of the extremum that agreed with experimental one for any rubbing depth from 100 to 600 m. We also calculated the average of the LC-direct tilt angles over this profile and verified that the average was equivalent to the measured pretilt angle of the ITN cell.
Our method was not only simple but also insensitive to the cell-gap variations away from the average-spacer-ball-diameter-equivalent cell gap of the ITN cell. Our approach may offer a significant help in studying the twisted effect of the ITN cell with different pretilt angles when voltages are applied to operate the ITN cell. It can be inferred that our method provides a simple way for the determination of pretilt angles of fresh and aged ITN cells used in different application fields. The results of this paper may serve as beginning for future studies to understand the relationship between the pretilt angles and electro-optical effects of ITN LC cells. Further studies are in progress.
